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It’s that time of month again. Slip, slide, take a ride when 
the Kaimin hits the outdoors.
------Page 6,7
Net News: Griz volleyball looks to take, 
a swat at MSU this weekend
Students’ records being disclosed m ore often after attacks
Bryan O'Connor 
Montana Kaimin
Right to privacy vs. national 
security in America has come to 
the forefront in the weeks follow­
ing Sept. 11, and the FBI’s recent 
actions have some college admin­
istrators wondering where to 
draw the line.
Under the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, 
student records are confidential. 
Parents have control of the 
records until a student turns 18, 
then they can only be disclosed 
with the student’s permission.
Normally, if the FBI, Drug 
Enforcement Agency, Justice 
Department or U.S. Marshalls 
want access to students’ records, 
they must obtain permission or 
get a subpoena. After the terror­
ist attacks on Sept. 11, several 
colleges were contacted by the 
FBI wishing to inspect students’ 
records.
According to a nationwide sur­
vey by the American Association 
of Collegiate Registrars and 
Admissions Officers, about 200 
universities have been contacted 
by the FBI and the Immigration 
and Naturalization Services.
Lindsey Kozberg, a spokes­
woman for the U.S. Department 
of Education, said many colleges 
contacted the department to ask 
if the FERPA allowed disclosure 
of students’ records without a 
subpoena.
“We have told them that under 
the circumstances, the health 
and safety exception applies,” 
Kozberg told the Kaimin 
Tuesday.
FERPA, also known as the 
Buckley amendment, has a clear 
exception for cases like this, 
Kozberg said. In times of war or 
national crisis, no subpoena is 
required to access student 
records, she said.
UM has not received any 
requests from the FBI or other 
agencies to inspect student 
records, said Phil Bain, registrar 
at UM. He said there is a clear 
distinction between directory 
information and the non-directo- 
ly information the FBI is search­
ing for.
Directory information includes 
name, address, telephone num­
ber, date of birth, major and other 
information not considered to be 
an invasion of privacy if dis­
closed, he said. Non-directory 
information is simply all other
private information not included 
in directory information.
Students can request that 
their directoiy information not be 
disclosed without written permis­
sion, Bain said.
David Aronofsky, UM legal 
counsel, said he just returned 
from a conference at Colorado 
State University where one of the 
main topics included student 
record priva<y.
“There is no question that the 
health and safety exception 
applied right after the attacks,” 
Aronofsky said. “But the further 
away from Sept. 11 we get, the 
validity of that exception starts to 
become questionable.”
Aronofsky has requested to 
assess the legal basis for any 
requests from any agency to 
inspect UM students’ non-directo­
ry information. Usually when the 
FBI or any federal agency con­
tacts the school, it is to obtain a 
record that a student has agreed 
to disclose, he said.
“If a student is applying to any 
of those agencies, they must sign 
a disclosure waiver, or their 
application will be thrown out,” 
Aronofsky said.
But Aronofsky said he and his 
colleagues agreed that requests 
by federal agencies conducting 
investigations without a subpoe­
na or consent should be evaluat­
ed on a case-by-case basis.
The National Association of 
Independent Colleges and 
Universities and the United 
States Student Association have 
recently voiced their concerns 
about students’ privacy rights 
during the investigations.
Drama readings 
evoke powerful 
reactions
Ted Sullivan  
Montana Kaimin
Christina Bruner stood in 
front of about 200 strangers in 
the Montana Theatre 
Wednesday and said some­
thing that sounds familiar to 
millions — she doesn’t  know 
how to deal with her feelings 
on recent terrorist attacks.
“There’s a lot of energy that 
needs to be released, but I’m 
feeling really helpless with it,” 
she said. “There are peace ral­
lies and different demonstra­
tions, but it somehow doesn’t 
seem fulfilling. What can we 
do to harness this empty feel­
ing?”
Bruner and other audience 
members had something in 
common — they sought closure 
through a community dialogue 
brought forward by UM’s 
Department of Drama/Dance. 
Drama students and staff read 
letters to the editor and essays 
aloud in a presentation titled 
“What Now? Voices in the 
Aftermath of Sept. 11.” The 
readings represented diverse 
views on the attacks, and fol­
lowing the presentation, audi­
ence members were also 
allowed to express their feel­
ings.
“Being killed for Allah’s 
cause is a great honor achieved 
by only those who are the elite 
of the nation,” said Joe Proctor, 
quoting Osama bin Laden. “We 
love this kind of death for 
Allah’s cause as much as you 
like to live.”
While actors read, dancers 
clad in black moved quietly in 
the background.
Other letters read retalia- 
See Newspaper, page 12
o t i  ,  Mike Cohea/Montana
Bud and Audrey Schultz, who live m the vicinity of three fraternity houses, listen to Sigma Nu President Brent Flewelling during a Greek Life 
and neighborhood relations workshop Wednesday night in the South Ballroom o f the UC.
Greeks and community members meet to discuss neighborhood problems
Liam  G allagher 
Montana Kaimin
Concerned members of both 
the Missoula community and 
UM’s Greek system agreed that 
while Wednesday’s workshop was 
a good start, the problems that 
have plagued the neighborhood 
are far from being solved.
“I think is was a good meet­
ing,” said Bud Shultz, a Missoula 
resident. “You have to start some­
place.”
Shultz said that in the 40 
years he’s lived adjacent to three 
fraternities he has never had any 
bad experiences with members of 
the houses.
While Shultz maintained he’s 
never had problems with the 
Greeks at UM, his situation is 
much different than many of 
those who live in the area.
Since school began this fall, 
conflict has flared in the neigh­
borhood surrounding the frater­
nities and sororities. Complaints 
range from the noisy parties that 
often last into the early hours of 
the morning, to flat-out unneigh- 
borly behavior by those in a num­
ber of the Greek houses.
While many of those living in 
the University area have made 
efforts to address the problem 
through confronting the members
of the houses, writing letters to 
the Missoulian and making calls 
to the police, Wednesday’s work­
shop was the first organized 
event that brought the neighbor­
hood together as a whole.
“I believe this meeting will set 
us in the right direction,” said 
Jennifer Brenner, Greek Life 
adviser.
The gathering begem with a 
brief introduction from Brenner, 
followed by a noise demonstra­
tion. For the demonstration, 
music was played on a stereo emd 
the volume was slowly turned up. 
The demonstration was used to 
display just how loud normed lis­
tening levels can be.
The workshop was organized 
to follow a negotiation model that 
looked to fix the problems at 
hand rather than point fingers.
“We just wanted something to 
start dialogue,” said workshop 
mediator Kitty Lessing.
From there, the dialogue 
unfolded as fraternity, sorority 
and community members dis­
cussed the problems in small 
groups. Each was given their 
turn to express concerns and 
offer possible solutions. 
Complaints of loud and rowdy 
parties at all hours of the night 
See Greeks, page 12
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Editorial
S om e o v erco m e tra g ed y  
b y  try in g  to  str ik e  it  rich
Finish this sentence:
With tragedy comes...
Hopefully the first words that come to mind are: unity, 
strength, sadness, triumph.
But what about... profit?
It seems that to some, tragedy and profit are synonymous.
Flip to any TV station and you’ll see the ads for “Your ulti­
mate patriotic package,” including two, count them, two 
American flags to flail out your car windows and even a com­
memorative window sticker for free, but only if you call now.
A week after the attacks, people started getting calls from 
“charities” collecting money for NYC victims. Turns out that 
some of that money never got to New York.
Somebody is making a quick buck, and that is sad, to say 
the least. Just imagine someone watching TV the morning of 
Sept. 11 and saying to themselves, “Wow, if I could start selling 
American flag pins or FDNY T-shirts, I could be rich!” and fly­
ing out of the arm chair to exploit the pain of our nation.
America Wins!, a Michigan-based company, has launched a 
national campaign to sell toilet paper. That’s right — toilet 
paper with the face of bin Laden and the phrase “you’re 
flushed” on it. They claim America Wins! intends to air-drop 
thousands of rolls of the bin Laden toilet paper into 
Afghanistan to help wipe out terrorism. The company hopes 
that this effort will urge the people of Afghanistan to relieve 
themselves from Osama bin Laden.
Just wait until the Halloween costumes come out in full 
force. Rumor has it, a company is manufacturing a suit in the 
shape of the WTC with a plane through it. Tasteless to say the 
least.
Then there are the people using the attacks to further their 
agendas, political, religious, you name it.
On our own campus, the Kaimin received a letter Sept. 11 
lamenting the tragedies for the first paragraph, then remind­
ing students that Montana is still in an energy crises and if 
they would like to help raise awareness for the “crises” while 
gaining internship experience, they could join the writer and 
help MontPIRG.
Even Cleo, you know, the psychic on every other commercial 
break, is using the attacks to pull in more lost callers.
Deplorable, you might think. Despicable indeed.
All the same, there may be a two sides to this “Remember 
Sept. 11 Commemorative Coin.” As a surge of patriotism aris­
es, someone has to supply the memorabilia, the flags, the T- 
shirts — the vehicles to express our pain, our pride and our 
hope.
It’s just a matter of sensitivity, and a matter of ethics. If 
you’re going to make a buck off this, a t least donate part of 
your profits to the victims of the attacks. A merchant in 
Augusta, Mont., like many others had the right idea. Above the 
counter of the local diner hung a flag T-shirt for sale. Five dol­
lars from each sale go to NYC, for real.
Then, when we hear tragedy, we’ll think of the word profit 
not in terms of money, but of contributions.
—Courtney Lowery
Around the Oval
It has been one month since the terrorist attacks on 
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
What is the most important thing you have learned in 
light of the attacks?
Glenn Kneebone
sophomore, geography
“We can never take for granted everything that we’ve had 
in this country. I’m afraid that we took too much of it for 
granted. We should never do that again.”
John Seekins
sophomore, computer science
“Americans overdramatize every event in society, and 
react too fast to things. There is no thought put into it, it’s 
just kill, kill, kill as long as they have a different-colored 
skin.”
Dawn Touchette
senior, respiratory therapy
‘To respect differences of people and not get so stuck in 
your ways. Be open to other cultures and opinions. Get 
out and learn about them.”
Jessica Warren
senior, sociology
‘That we should be allowed to be different and open and 
accepting of others.”
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phone number and student's year and major, If 
applicable. AH letters are subject to editing for 
clarity and brevity. Longer pieces m ay be su b ­
mitted as guest columns.
This w eek  in UM history
1946
The Kaimin reported tha t women must have a w ritten statem ent from their parents to 
attend the Grizzly-Bobcat game in Butte on Oct. 19.
A student planning to stay overnight must have a written invitation from her hostess,” 
Maurine Clow, associate director of personnel, said. “Permission to stay in hotels will be given 
only if adequate chaperonage is provided.”
1966
More than 600 copies of “The Book,” a publication of student evaluations on their professors, 
were bought in the three hours it was sold.
“It may not be statisically valid, but all of the people whom we talked to seem to agree that 
the evaluations of the teachers with whom they have experienced are correct,” Shelly 
ihompson said.
Thompson said another 1,000 copies of “The Book” had been ordered and would be set to go 
on sale the next Monday.
1973
Intercolliepate wrestling and skiing were reinstated a t UM. The programs had been 
dropped due to a lack of funding. Funding was still not available from the Athletics 
Department, but the department said participants could field their own teams and compete at 
respective league championship meets.
www.kalmln.org
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Marcinek cartoon 
about Mansfield 
is best ever
I have been a fan of Jacob 
Marcinek’s cartoons ever since I 
have been reading the Kaimin. 
Rarely does someone come along 
and provide talented artwork 
with a witty, intelligent and often 
sarcastic sense of humpr.
Mr. Marcinek’s previous best 
work was about a year or so ago 
with the campus security officer 
talking with his head up his rear 
end. This was about the ongoing 
absurd tradition of campus secu­
rity selling more parking passes 
that far exceed spaces available.
However, Mr. Marcinek’s best 
work was in Wednesday’s Kaimin 
with his emotional and brilliant 
tribute to Mike Mansfield. I have 
sent the comic to friends and 
family members who have met 
Mr. Mansfield.
Thank you, Jacob Marcinek, 
for adding a touch of class.
Dan Altmaier 
senior, heath and human per­
formance, biology
Anti-war message 
forgets those who 
fight for U.S.
As we move back into our nor­
mal routines around the country,
I feel so fortunate when I think of 
what a normal routine is in 
oppressed countries such as 
Afghanistan, where women have 
no rights, structures lay in ruins 
and the worst food shortage in 30 
years is bringing the civilians to 
desperation.
Considering this, the rapidly 
spreading anti-war movement is 
really getting on my nerves. There 
seems to be a misconception that 
we’re going to level Afghanistan 
and its allies. Although our nation 
is at “war” with the support of 
many nations, it isn’t the typical 
war most people imagine when 
they hear the term. Along with 
some military action, a massive 
campaign of intelligence gathering, 
financial investigation and height­
ened security are being employed 
to combat this new kind of “war.”
My suggestion to the anti-war 
proponents is to spread your mes­
sage where it matters the most. 
Visit our local veterans and tell 
them they fought in vain. Tell our 
wounded veterans they sacrificed 
for nothing. Decry Veterans Day. 
Tell families of students who left 
for active duty and our ROTC 
students they’re wasting their 
time and energy.
Tell the victims’ families and 
those injured by the attacks that 
war isn’t the answer. Then con­
vince the government to send 
YOU to visit the Taliban in efforts 
of peace. Then you can tug on 
their sleeve and say, “Excuse us, 
we really didn’t appreciate what 
your friends did. Will you please 
tell them not to do it again?”
So the next time you anti-war 
folks decide to speak against mili­
tary or government, blame 
America for the tragedy, or hold a 
peace rally, remember you have 
the right because someone else 
had the appreciation, devotion
and courage to go to war to 
defend it when it was threatened. 
Appreciate your victories.
Christina Kracher 
junior,
environmental studies
War against 
terrorists eerily 
similar to Gulf War
Before anyone spouts off with 
the old part line, “if you ain't wid’ us, 
you’re agin’ us,” let me start by say­
ing that I am a Gulf War vet who 
served 207 days in the Persian Gulf 
—30 of them in Iraq. Wake up, 
America. I should not be the only 
one having flashbacks here. Not 
since the build-up to Desert Shield 
have I seen such a blatant display of 
mindless patriotism. Nary a day 
goes by wherein we don’t see our 
political, religious and media lead­
ers telling the world that the 
American people are 100 percent 
behind the president This could not 
be further from the truth. On 
Thursday, Sept 20, students from 
105 schools in 30 states held rallies 
and called for nonviolent justice, not 
revenge. By responding in kind, we 
are proving the terrorists right. Yes, 
the attacks were horrible, just like 
the invasion of Kuwait Yes, the 
individuals who orchestrated the 
attacks are reprehensible in every 
way and should be punished, just 
like Saddam Hussein should have 
been. And yes, once again, a Bush 
administration is using military 
force as a first response instead of a 
last resort Now, more than ever, it 
is vital that we view the actions of 
our leaders with open eyes and criti­
cal minds. One of the lessons we 
should have learned from the Gulf 
War is that our government can and 
will control what we see in an effort 
to control what we think. We must 
not be like cattle. We must always
question authority—especially 
when they are going to send young 
people to war. Operation Infinite 
Justice is the basest, most infantile 
of all the possible responses to these 
horrible events. The attacks were 
not an act of war, they were a crime 
against humanity. As such, those 
responsible should be brought 
before an international tribunal and 
tried under the rule of law. I urge 
everyone who is opposed to a mili­
tary response, and who thinks the 
best way to support our troops is to 
call them back, to come together in 
solidarity and show it by wearing a 
purple ribbon. As Gandhi said, 
‘There is no way to peace, peace is 
the way.”
Colin A. Holtz 
senior, English teaching 
secondary education
Drug war m oney  
contributed 
to terrorism
What do the United States gov­
ernment and the Taliban have in 
common? Unbridled fanaticism.
When the U.S. government gave 
$43 million dollars to the Taliban, 
in exchange for the Taliban declar­
ing opium poppy farms to be 
“against the will of God,” the U.S 
sought to fuel its own fanatical 
obsession, the war on drugs.
Despite U.S. knowledge that 
the Taliban was an oppressive 
“rogue regime” of religious funda­
mentalists with documented 
abuses of human rights, the U.S. 
government ignored the Taliban’s 
systematized cruelties in order to 
push its own domestic and dog­
matic anti-drug agenda.
In the wake of the Sept. 11 
calamities, it is grotesquely ironic 
that “we” gave millions in anti­
drug aid to Afghanistan’s Taliban, 
the regime that, in addition to 
committing countless crimes 
against Afghani farmers growing 
opium poppies — farmers desper­
ate for a cash crop to feed their 
families in a country of decimated 
agricultural infrastructure — the 
U.S. government may have indi­
rectly subsidizedterrorism. Just
one more example of the drug war 
causing more harm than good.
Wrye Sententia 
associate director, 
Center for Cognitive 
Liberty & Ethics 
Davis, Calif.
Letter about New  
Party inaccurate, 
devious
As a student at The University 
of Montana, and as a member of 
the New Party, I feel that it is nec­
essary to address the gross inac­
curacies and fear mongering pre­
sented in the letters section of the 
Kaimin. In it the New Party is 
characterized as a power-hungry 
socialist organization, preying on 
the “ignorant” college masses. The 
writer of the letter then used that 
thesis to attack opponents of the 
proposed occupancy standard. I 
am confused as to how one matter 
relates to the other but I shall 
endeavor to address both. The 
New Party is a grassroots organi­
zation that seeks to empower 
those who the conventional politi­
cal parties have left behind. Our 
main focus is on social and eco­
nomic justice for all. The New 
Party has no ties to the Socialist 
or Communist Party, nor has it 
ever, and no matter how loud our 
opposition shouts, it is no truer.
On the issue of the proposed 
occupancy standard, our critic has 
said that because of our political 
beliefs and practices, the proposed 
occupancy standard is not discrimi­
natory. That argument is silly. The 
proposed occupancy standard plain­
ly states that no household in the 
university area may have more 
than three unrelated individuals liv­
ing in the same house, no matter 
the size of the house, or the relation­
ship between the roommates. This 
is clearly discriminatory against
students, low-income workers, and 
people living alternative lifestyles. 
No matter how hard the opposition 
seeks to divert the attention of the 
voting public will this be less true. I 
would like to finish by encouraging 
everyone who is concerned about 
this to become involved and contact 
their city council representatives 
and tell them how they feel.
Joseph Benson 
senior, history
Phelps w on’t get 
our support
The following members of the 
Association of Campus Ministers 
at The University of Montana 
strongly oppose the hateful 
stance of Fred Phelps. He does 
not represent Christian faith in 
his hateful attacks against gay 
and lesbian people. Though we 
come from a variety of theological 
perspectives, we together affirm 
that God is not a God of hate but 
of love. God loves all people — 
gay, lesbian, and straight alike.
Pastor Jean Larson-Hurd, 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
(ELCA)
Father Jim Hogan, Catholic 
Campus Ministry! 
Christ the King Parish 
Aaron Koepke, Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowship 
Ron Woolstenhulme, 
The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints 
Professor Paul Lauren, 
Presbyterian Campus Ministry 
Todd Brock, Baptist Campus 
Ministries, The EDGE 
Rev. Nancy Mead, 
Wesley Foundation /  United 
Methodist Campus Ministry 
Ted and Carol Fickinger, 
International Student 
Christian Fellowship 
Tim and Lindsay Iudicello, 
Episcopal Campus Ministry
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World Briefs_____
Off the wire
• U n i t e d  N a t i o n s
UN dem ands nations freeze assets 
of Osam a bin Laden, other terrorists
The United Nations has ordered member states to 
freeze assets of 27 organizations and individuals linked to 
Osama bin Laden, following a sim ilar U.S. move.
Al-Qaida, which the U nited S tates says is run by bin 
Laden, topped the list of terror organizations placed 
under sanctions.
The United S tates asked the U.N. Security Council 
committee monitoring sanctions against Afghanistan to 
consider adding the 27 organizations and individuals to 
its existing list, U.N. officials said Wednesday.
The committee agreed to the U.S. request and over the 
weekend ordered states to freeze the assets of 11 terror 
groups, 13 individuals and three companies.
The Bush adm inistration, which imposed the sanctions 
on the identical groups, has accused bin Laden and his al- 
Qaida network of m asterm inding the Sept. 11 attacks 
th a t demolished the World Trade Center and damaged 
the Pentagon.
The bin Laden-linked groups placed under sanction 
include the Abu Sayyaf of the Philippines, the Armed 
Islamic Group of Algeria and the H arakat ul-M ujahidin of 
Kashmir, according to a U.N. announcem ent Tuesday.
Also, the Egyptian Islamic Movement and the Islamic 
Movement of Uzbekistan, Asbat Al-Ansar, Salafist Group 
for Call and Combat, Libyan Islamic Fighting Group, Al- 
Itihaad Al-Islamiya (ALAI), and the Islamic Army of Aden.
Individuals placed under sanction included Shaykh 
Saiid, who was in charge of bin Laden’s financial affairs 
in Sudan, and Abu Hafs the M auritanian, believed to be a 
key lieutenant of bin Laden.
President Bush has said th a t the financial lifeline of 
terrorist groups m ust be cut off as pa rt of the w ar against 
terrorism .
• B a g h d a d ,  I r a q
Iraqi officials claim they gunned  
down U.S. spy plane in southern Iraq
Iraq  claim ed i t  shot down an  unm anned  U.S. spy 
p lane W ednesday over th e  so u th e rn  no-fly zone.
The U nited S tates said it had lost such an aircraft.
“We did determ ine th a t a P redator unm anned vehicle 
was lost in  southern  Iraq  th is m orning,” Lt. Col. Dave 
Lapan said by telephone from th e  U.S. C entral 
Command in Tampa, Fla. .
I t  was th e  th ird  unm anned aircraft the  U nited S tates 
has lost in Iraq  th is year. The U nited S tates lost two 
Predators in  September. Iraq  claimed to have shot down 
both of them .
“The spy plane was shot down in  the  southern  sector 
and was coming from K uwaiti territory,” the  sta te-run  
Iraqi News Agency quoted an  unidentified Iraqi m ilitary 
official as saying.
The Iraq i official said  th e  p lane w as downed a t 
12:42 p.m. “in  revenge of th e  m arty rs  of Iraq  and 
P alestine .”
No footage of any plane wreckage was broadcast. The 
official did not give th e  location of the  reported downing.
While U.S. officials have said Iraq  has stepped up 
efforts to shoot down an allied plane, they haven’t 
acknowledged any h its by hostile fire.
• V a t i c a n  C i t y
Pope John Paul II calls for pea ce , 
respect, dignity of hum an beings
Pope Jo h n  P au l II  p ray ed  for peace W ednesday 
and  u rged  th e  fa ith fu l to bu ild  a  w orld  w ith o u t vio­
lence.
The pontiff did not refer d irectly  to th e  w ar on te r ­
rorism  or th e  U .S.-led a ttack s  on A fghan istan ’s 
T aliban ru le rs  and  O sam a bin L aden’s te rro rism  n e t­
work. The a ttack s a re  now in  th e ir  fou rth  day.
In  h is rem ark s  to th e  crow d g a th e red  in  S t. P e te r ’s 
S q u are  for th e  w eekly  g en era l aud ience, th e  pope 
said: “I in v ite  you a ll to p ray  for peace an d  to  be 
com m itted  to bu ild ing  a w orld  w ith o u t violence, 
founded on re sp ec t for th e  d ign ity  of every  h u m an  
being .”
John Paul has spoken out on the  them e of peace a 
num ber of tim es since the  Sept. 11 te rro r a ttacks on the 
U nited States, and he has repeatedly condemned te rro r­
ism.
Roman Catholic theologians have been more explic­
it, debating  and invoking th e  principle of “ju s t war.”
U.S. attacks Kandahar, claims air space
How to help the victims
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — 
With the United States claim­
ing supremacy over Afghan air­
space, warplanes pounded areas 
around the Taliban’s home base 
of Kandahar early Wednesday 
for the third time in 24 hours.
Afghanistan’s ruling Taliban 
militia, which had claimed to be 
restricting terror suspect 
Osama bin Laden’s communica­
tions ability, told the British 
Broadcasting Corp. there are 
now “no restrictions” on him. 
The Taliban also reported that 
their supreme leader, Mullah 
Mohammed Omar, had survived 
the latest round of American 
airstrikes unscathed.
As the U.S.-led air assault 
against Afghanistan’s rulers 
moved into a fourth day, bin 
Laden’s al-Qaida terrorist net­
work praised the “good deed” of 
hy ackers who commandeered 
planes for the fiery air attacks 
against the World Trade Center 
and the Pentagon on Sept. 11.
“The Americans must know 
that the storm of airplanes will 
not stop, God willing, and there 
are thousands of young people 
who are as keen about death as 
Americans are about life,” 
Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, a 
spokesman for Al-Qaida, said in 
a statement broadcast on 
Qatar’s Al-Jazeera television.
The Taliban, which have 
claimed up until now to be cur­
tailing bin Laden’s communica­
tions with the outside world, 
say those — and any other 
restrictions on him — have 
ended.
Abdul Hai Muttmain,
Mullah Omar’s spokesman, told 
the BBC’s Pashtu-language ser­
vice tha t the move was justified 
by the U.S.-led air assault 
against Afghanistan.
“Now that America has 
begun its war against Muslims, 
the situation is totally changed, 
and there are no restrictions on 
Osama,” Muttmain said. U.S. 
intelligence officials have said 
bin Laden has maintained a 
sophisticated array of commu­
nications equipment all along.
The United States has cou­
pled the air assaults with a 
humanitarian effort, dropping 
packets of food aid into 
Afghanistan from planes. The 
Taliban defiantly announced 
Wednesday that Afghans were 
burning the packets rather than 
eating the food.
Abdul Hanan Hi mat, a 
spokesman for the Taliban
F or th o se  in te re s te d  in  
co n tr ib u tin g  to  th e  re lie f  
effort for v ictim s of th e  
te r ro r is t  a tta c k s  of Sept. 
11, h e re  is a  l is t  of o rg an i­
zations accep ting  dona­
tions.
General aid 
for all victims *•
•A m erican  R ed  C ross 
1-800-HELP NOW (1-800- 
435-7669)
• S a lv a tio n  A rm y 
1-800-Sal Army (1-800- 
725-2769)
•U n ited  Way S ep tem b e r 
11th F u n d  
2 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 
(212)251-4035
• G riz C en tra l G eneral 
F u n d  fo r V ictim s 
Deposit money contribu­
tions in donation cans 
around Griz Central.
information ministry, said “the 
Americans are killing us and 
attacking us, and we don’t need 
this food.”
Rebels trying to topple the 
Taliban, meanwhile, claimed 
they were being bolstered by 
the American-led air campaign.
Waisaddin Salik, a 
spokesman for the northern 
opposition alliance contacted by 
telephone from Pakistan, said 
U.S. jets had bombed Taliban 
positions in the district of 
Shakardara late Tuesday.
The district, 15 miles north 
of Kabul, is along the battle line 
where the alliance has been fac­
ing off against Taliban troops. It 
was the first reported bombing 
of such a front-line position by 
U.S. forces.
The Taliban, though, said 
they had repelled a rebel 
assault in northern Gur 
province. Himat said 35 opposi­
tion fighters were killed.
The claims could not be inde­
pendently verified.
In Washington, defense offi­
cials said Tuesday that the 
U.S.-led assault on Afghanistan 
had established supremacy in 
Taliban airspace, disabling all 
but one of their air bases, 
knocking out air defenses, and
Aid to families of 
the rescue workers
•T he  c ity  o f N ew  York is 
accepting contributions to aid 
the families of police, fire, 
BMS and other city employees 
involved in the rescue efforts.
Please make your check or 
money order payable to: 
JNYCPPI
The City of New York 
100 Church Street, 20th 
Floor
New York, New York 10007
Aid to families of 
fallen firefighters
•T h e  N ew  York 9-11 
R e lie f F u n d  
IAFF General Secretary- 
Treasurer’s Office 
Attn: New York Fire 9-11 
Relief Fund 
1750 New York Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20006- 
5395
hitting some ground troops and 
several suspected terrorist 
training camps.
The next phase of the U.S. 
strikes could include raids by 
sm all groups of Army Special 
Forces soldiers ferried in by 
low-flying helicopters to rout 
out terrorist or Taliban lead­
ers, m ilitary analysts say. The 
forces would likely use Black 
Hawk helicopters, which can 
carry up to 14 commandos and 
their gear and have equip­
m ent allowing them  to fly low 
and fast a t night or in bad 
weather.
In the airstrikes early 
Wednesday, jets dropped three 
bombs near the Kandahar air­
port, which has been the target 
of multiple assaults since the 
raids began late Sunday. The 
area is home to key Taliban air 
defense systems, housing units 
tha t lodge a t least 300 bin 
Laden followers, and compound 
housing, the home and offices of 
the Taliban’s supreme leader.
A spokesman for Mullah 
Omar, Abdul Ahad 
Jahangeerwa, told the private 
Afghan Islamic Press that the 
Taliban leader was “well and 
has not suffered any bodily 
harm.” Jahangeerwa had no 
detail on any damage or injuries 
from Wednesday morning’s 
attacks, though he confirmed 
that the airport and the sur­
rounding area were targeted.
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Smoke but no fire at U-Villages, says battalion chief
Ted Sullivan 
Montana Kaimin
The sleepy University 
Villages resident who woke 
up to a smoke-filled kitchen 
Tuesday was not drinking 
and there was no property 
damage to his apartm ent, 
said Ron Brunell, director of 
residence life.
Despite earlier reports of 
fire from a burning dinner, 
there were no flames for the 
fire departm ent to extinguish 
when they responded to the 
call a t the Sisson building, 
and confirmed smoke caused 
minimal smoke damage, said 
Battalion Chief Todd Scott, of 
the Missoula Fire 
Department.
“The smoke was pretty 
thick,” Scott said. “If he had a 
faulty smoke detector, th a t 
sure could have cost him his 
life.”
University Villages sent a 
person over to inspect the
apartm ent for property dam­
ages and none were found, 
resident Vince Laroche said.
The only damage was a 
burnt dinner, a ruined frying 
pan and a bad odor, Brunell 
said.
After studying until 1 
a.m., Laroche was tired and 
he fell asleep on his couch 
while grilling steak and pota­
toes, he said.
“I do drink occasionally, 
but there was no alcohol 
involved th a t night,” Laroche 
said. “I usually wake up at 
eight in the morning, by the 
time 1 a.m. rolled around, I 
was pretty tired.”
Fortunately, a neighbor 
called Public Safety because 
he thought he heard a car 
alarm. When Officer Mike 
Blazevich responded, he 
found the alarm  to be a 
smoke detector.
Blazevich could not get 
Laroche to open the smoky 
apartm ent’s door, so he
opened it with his key and 
entered the apartm ent, said 
Lt. Jim  Lemcke, assistant 
director of Public Safety.
“I was ju s t getting up 
when (the officer) was enter­
ing,” Laroche said. “It was 
kind of smoky in the kitchen, 
but not too bad.”
Laroche got up from the 
couch and walked outside to 
find fire trucks and an ambu­
lance outside of his apart­
ment, he said.
He was checked by emer­
gency medical technicians 
and was not injured, Laroche 
said.
“Everybody was cool. The 
emergency personnel 
responded with quickness,” 
Laroche said.
Laroche doesn’t  usually 
cook dinner a t 1 a.m., he 
said, and he’ll be more care­
ful in the future.
“I ju s t won’t fall asleep 
again,” Laroche said. “It was 
an accident.”
L.A. flight diverted under suspicion
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A 
Delta airliner bound for Los 
Angeles was diverted to 
Louisiana w ith an escort of 
two m ilitary planes 
Wednesday after a  passenger 
handed a strange note to a 
flight a ttendant, officials 
said.
Flight 357 from A tlanta, 
w ith 148 people aboard, 
landed safely in Shreveport. 
Edward A. Stephenson, 36, 
of Venice, Calif., was a rre s t­
ed and charged w ith in ter­
fering w ith a flight crew 
member and attendants, FBI 
spokeswoman Sheila Thorne 
said.
The plane continued on to 
Los Angeles, where it  landed 
w ithout incident. Four of the 
passengers were so shaken 
th a t they got off in 
Shreveport.
Stephenson’s note was in 
response to an announce­
m ent by the pilot th a t they 
would be taking a different 
flight path  because of bad 
weather, U.S. Attorney Bill 
F lanagan said.
“The passenger handed a 
note to the flight a ttendan t 
th a t contained language th a t 
the  pilot should not divert 
from the original flight path,
'V V ly S i s t e r - 3  (Z io A e t
Missoula’s hottest new 
Consignment shop. 
Quality, name brand fashions 
at 50 - 85% o ff retail! 
3205 Brooks “Tandy town” 
327-0291
Is looking for day shift crew.
• flexible hours
• full time
• part time
• free bus pass
• as little as 3 hrs a day 
or as much as 8 hrs
Apply in person at 
any of the three 
missoula locations
and some other language 
which seemed bizarre,” 
Flanagan said. “I t didn’t 
make a lot of sense, but at 
the same tim e it was alarm ­
ing.”
The m an did not make 
any physical threats, 
F lanagan said. The Boeing 
757 reported a problem at 
2:43 p.in. and landed 26 min­
utes later.
Stephenson appeared dis­
oriented when he was taken 
off the plane, police said. 
Thorne said prosecutors 
planned to seek a m ental 
evaluation.
Passengers getting off the 
plane a t Los Angeles 
In ternational Airport said 
Stephenson stayed in his 
sea t until the plane landed 
in Shreveport and an FBI 
agent came aboard and took 
him into custody. Several 
said they were unaw are any­
th ing had occurred until 
they saw two m ilitary jets 
pull alongside their plane.
“It was freaking us out 
because we ju s t didn’t  know 
w hat was going on,” said 
passenger Dee Quested.
She described Stephenson, 
w earing jeans and a baseball 
cap and carrying a backpack,
as looking like “the all- 
American Joe.”
A pilot traveling on the 
plane as a passenger stood 
guard in front of the cockpit 
door until the  plane landed 
in Shreveport, said passen­
ger Michael Solomon.
“There was really a sense 
of relief when we landed,” 
Solomon said.
The flight was escorted by 
an F-16 fighter and an A-10, 
airport director Roy Miller 
said. The flight continued on 
to Los Angeles less than  two 
hours after landing in 
Shreveport.
On Monday, two F-16s 
were sent to escort an 
American Airlines je tliner to 
Chicago after a deranged 
man burst into the cockpit. 
Passengers tackled him, and 
the flight landed without 
incident.
One day la ter, a  passen­
ger on th e  sam e Am erican 
flight from Los Angeles 
became intoxicated and 
unruly, strik in g  a flight 
a tten d an t. The FBI said  the  
31-year-old A ustra lian  was 
forced into h is sea t and sev­
era l passengers helped 
guard  him  un til th e  plane 
landed in  Chicago.
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National Briefs
Off the wire
• S a n  F r a n c i s c o
Judge in Napster case questions 
recording industry’s copyright practices
N apster Inc. found a sliver of legal daylight 
Wednesday, raising  issues of collusion and an titru s t in 
countering the recording industry’s copyright infringe­
m ent suit.
W hat began as a hearing on the industry’s request for 
sum m ary judgm ent quickly derailed into a  discussion of 
MusicNet, the  jo in t venture of Seattle-based 
RealNetworks and record labels BMG, W arner and EMI. 
T hat online music service is scheduled to launch la ter 
this year.
Federal Judge M arilyn H all P ate l did not ru le  on 
th e  sum m ary judgm en t request. In stead , she d is­
cussed M usicN et and how th a t  business overlaps w ith  
th e  individual labels’ su it ag a in s t N apster.
P ate l said M usicNet appears to be an anticom peti­
tive business th a t “looks bad, Sounds bad and smells 
bad.”
N apster attorney Celia B arenholtz argued the record­
ing industry  may have misused its copyright music while 
forming MusicNet and pressplay, the  online venture of 
the  Sony and Universal labels.
N apster contends the joint ventures stand to monopo­
lize the  m arket and fix prices.
If the  recording industry  was found to have misused 
its copyright m aterial, it m ight not be able to successful­
ly pursue its infringem ent claim.
• D i l l i n g h a m ,  A l a s k a
Nine dead, one injured after Alaska 
plane crash, cause still unknown
Nine people were killed and one critically injured 
Wednesday morning when a PenAir commuter a irliner 
crashed soon after tak ing  off from the  airport in 
Dillingham.
Alaska sta te  troopers said the  plane, a  Cessna 208 
Caravan, was bound for King Salmon, about 75 miles 
away, when it crashed alm ost im m ediately after taking 
off. Dillingham is on Bristol Bay, 330 miles southw est of 
Anchorage.
The plane, a  single-engine a irc ra ft th a t  can carry  
up to 14 people, crashed in to  th e  tu n d ra  about two 
m iles from th e  end of runw ay, said  R ichard H arding, 
vice p residen t of operations for PenAir, A laska’s 
biggest com m uter airline. He said  th e  p lane had  a 
pilot and nine passengers on board.
The in ju red  passenger, a  wom an, w as in  critical 
condition a t K anakanak  H ospital in D illingham , said 
spokesm an Ralph Andrew.
The cause of the crash was not im m ediately known. 
H arding said there were no calls indicating the plane 
was in trouble. And he said there  was no evidence the 
plane exploded.
“There was no explosion, no fire,” he said.
• H i g h g a t e ,  V e r m o n t
Bomb threat, sketchy truck prompt 
officials to close border in Vermont
A bomb threat made to a business near the U.S.-Canada bor­
der and a suspicious truck prompted federal officials to close two 
major border crossings for several hours Wednesday.
Vehicles heading toward the ports of entry at Champlain,
N.Y., and Highgate were stopped by police and directed to small­
er crossings, said Craig Jehle, port director in Highgate.
The bomb threat was made shortly before 9 a.m. to an office of 
A.N. Deringer, a customs broker and international freight handler.
“The caller said: There’s a bomb that’s going to go boom,”’ said 
John Holzscheiter, Deringer marketing vice president and co­
owner. About 250 company employees were evacuated from three 
offices.
Both crossings were reopened Wednesday afternoon. The 
Vermont entiyway had remained closed longer than the New 
York crossing because a bomb squad was investigating a broken- 
down truck in the area.
Border officials became suspicious of the truck because the 
driver had wandered away and it appeared it might have been 
abandoned. Subsequent investigation found that it had broken 
down, and officials determined it did not pose a threat.
“The unfortunate coincidence is that the tractor-trailer broke 
down in primary inspection,” said Callie Gagnon, Immigration 
and Naturalization Service spokeswoman in Highgate.
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Ski flick plows into town, features Montana pros
weather is crucial to the develop­
ment of a good film, and it can 
get ugly.
“We were in Valdez (Alaska) 
and sat and drank beer for nine 
days straight because it rained,” 
Power said.
Both Matt and Power drove 
for four days to Valdez, a town 
characterized by its “sweet moun­
tains” but boring night life, he 
said. “It’s a weird mix of pro 
skiers and oil workers.”
Ten percent of the film was 
shot in Montana, Matt said. “We 
wanted to shoot a lot more in 
Montana last year,” he said, but 
the snowpack was low and the 
weather uncooperative.
Yet, Montanans might recog­
nize the scenery that did make it 
into the movie. Lost Trial, Lolo 
Pass, Beartooth Pass, Big Sky 
and Bridger Bowl are all part of 
the big, white playground fea­
tured in “The Trip.”
The rest of “The Trip” was 
filmed in California, Wyoming, 
Colorado, Utah, Italy and France.
Team 13’s filming crew also 
traveled dining the summer to 
Blackcomb, British Columbia, 
“the summer’s ski mecca,” Power 
said. “There are big jumps every­
where, and it’s easy for someone 
who doesn’t have a big company 
to (film) big huckers in the ski 
industry.”
Like any ski or snowboard 
flick, Power said, “it’s an all­
mountain movie with every pro 
in the industry. Matt put a wide 
variety of pros in it.”
The film represents the steep,
deep and dangerous. Team 13 
purchased the filming of an 
avalanche from extreme skiers, 
Nick Baldwin and Mike Nugent.
After trekking out of bounds at 
Bridger Bowl with Baldwin filming 
and Nugent skiing, Nugent began 
ripping through the Truman Gulch 
triggering an avalanche, Matt said. 
Baldwin, thinking he was safe, 
continued filming, but quickly real­
ized he was wrong and began to 
run. In "The Trip,” the camera 
begins to shake as Baldwin is run­
ning and grabbing onto a tree. 
After the collapse of snow, he freed 
himself and went to get help. 
Nugent was stuck in a tree and 
was airlifted to a hospital. Baldwin 
found the camera six weeks later 
in perfect condition.
Although finding private spon­
sors, filming, traveling and editing 
“The Trip” took more than three 
years, Matt feels the time put into 
the film was well spent if it gets 
people excited about skiing.
“If somebody likes the movie, 
and somebody gets psyched 
about the movie,” it has been a 
successful effort, Matt said.
Joining Power and Matt 
Saturday, is 19-year-old Tanner 
Hall. “It’s a big deal for Tanner to 
come. He has won everything this 
last year and has two-page ads 
for Oakley in magazines. He’s 
considered the best of the best so 
that’s pretty exciting that he’s 
coming to Missoula,” Matt said.
Clips from “The Trip” and 
information about Team 13 
Industries can be found at 
www.teaml3.com
George C. Rogers/Montana Kaimin
University o f Montana student Donovan Power will be featured in the upcoming ski 
movie, The Trip." The independent film will be shown Saturday Oct. 13 at Urey 
Lecture Hall.
sons ago.
“We started shooting two 
years ago. It’s been a long, long 
haul,” said Matt, one of the three 
Tfeain 13 members who didn’t 
want to reveal his last name to 
keep the focus on the team, 
rather than any individual.
“It has been a big learning 
experience, and yes, it’s worth it.”
Breaking into the ski industry 
is difficult, Matt said. “It’s hard 
for them to trust people. Anyone 
can just pick up a camera. You 
really have to prove yourself.”
• Tfeam 13 believes it has estab­
lished itself with “The Trip,” 
which was funded through per­
sonal sponsors. At the end of 
January, Tfeam 13 will head to Las 
Vegas for The Biggest Ski Show, 
where independent film compa­
nies can shop to find a corporate 
or product sponsor.
“It’s a big deal 
to everyone,” Matt 
said.
“We want to 
become a big com­
pany, but not too 
big. Other compa­
nies have to com­
promise a lot of 
what they can and 
can’t  put in their 
films,” Matt said. 
“We want to make 
a living out of it, 
make films we 
want to make.” 
Not only is the 
acceptance by the 
ski industry hard 
to come by, the
Trisha M iller 
Montana Kaimin
Snow hasn’t blanketed the 
mountains just yet, but on 
Saturday, Urey Lecture Hall will 
be abound with images of a white 
winter, providing a sure fix for 
any powder-hungry rider.
“The Trip,” filmed and edited 
by the Bozeman-based company 
Team 13 Industries, will be shown 
Saturday Oct. 13 at 7 p.m. and 9 
p.m. The film highlights Montana 
skiers and focuses on two worlds 
in the ski industry; the main­
stream and the underground.
The movie was brought to 
Missoula as a fundraiser for the 
Missoula Freestyle Ski Team. It 
features Missoula native, 
freestyle skier Donovan Power 
and X Games Big Air Champion
Tanner Hall from Kalispell, both 
of whom will be at the Saturday 
showings.
“I think this is the first ski 
movie of the fall, and people will 
watch it to get psyched for the sea­
son,” said Joe Chalmers, Missoula 
Freestyle Ski Tfeam coach.
“The main reason (for bring­
ing this movie to Missoula) is just 
because it is made by a Montana 
film company. We know the guys 
and a lot of people in the movie.”
With a sold-out world premier 
in Bozeman in September, Tfeam 
13’s three members (all bom on 
the 13th) have made a grand 
entrance onto the national ski 
flick stage.
“The Trip” has been a project 
three years in the making, with 
Tfeam 13 rallying both downhill 
and telemark skiers three sea­
Donovan Power going big off a cliff.
Photo Courtesy of Justin Mach us
Bodies of Oregon hikers found after 21 years
YAKIMA, Wash. (AP) — In 1980, late 
autumn snowstorms with hurricane-force 
winds claimed the lives of two Oregon men 
hiking on Mount Adams.
Twenty-one years later, drought gave 
the bodies back.
The remains of Gary Claeys, 28, of 
Wilsonville and Matt Larson, 25, of 
Portland were identified Wednesday, 
Yakima County Coroner Maurice Rice 
said.
"It’s been a long 21 years," said David 
Claeys of Parsippany, N.J., who has 
searched the south-central Washington 
mountain four times for his brother.
The bodies were discovered Saturday 
on the south face of the mountain at the 
head of the 9,000-foot-elevation Crescent 
Glacier, where a hiker with a dog found a 
rope and then chipped away enough ice to 
reveal a boot. A Forest Service ranger con­
firmed the find Monday.
On Tuesday, Central Washington
Mountain Rescue, working with the 
Yakima County sheriff’s office, organized a 
team to retrieve the remains.
Rice said both men died of hypother­
mia.
"They were huddled together. There 
was no trauma, no signs of injuries," he 
said.
One man was covered with a blanket, 
another with a tarp.
Larson and Claeys, who both worked as 
psychiatric aides at the now-closed 
Dammasch State Hospital in Oregon, dis­
appeared Nov. 14,1980, on the 12,276-foot 
mountain in the Cascade Range.
"We always wondered what happened. 
How did they die?" David'Claeys said.
Rice said the bodies were essentially 
mummified, preserved by the ice. Claeys 
identified his brother, based on the man’s 
clothing, a watch, a ring and his hair.
David Claeys also had a photo of 
Larson, whose body was found with his
billfold, including a driver's license and 
credit cards.
Mark Bales, a mission coordinator for 
Central Washington Mountain Rescue, 
was part of the original search team and 
part of the recovery team this week.
"They were caught in a pretty horren­
dous storm," Bales said, with winds of 100 
mph that dumped 4 to 5 feet of snow on 
the mountain.
But this year's drought, the worst in 70 
years, exposed expanses of Mount Adams 
that had been covered with snow for two 
decades.
It appeared the men were trying to 
bivouac down the ridge from where the 
tent had been found, Bales said. But the 
exact circumstances of their deaths will 
never be known, Rice said.
The men shouldn't have been up there 
in the first place — Mount Adams was 
closed to climbers and hikers for fear near­
by Mount St. Helens, which had erupted in
May of that year, would blow again.
David Claeys dropped out of college and 
headed West to help look for his brother. 
Searchers initially found the men's bat­
tered yellow tent, along with crampons, ski 
goggles and a heavy parka.
Claeys made the trip three other times 
and continued to stay in touch with a vari­
ety of agencies by telephone. He hoped, 
with the drought, this would be the year 
the bodies would be found. By September 
though, he had just about written off this 
year.
Then the phone call came.
"It pretty much took me back to 21 
years ago," he said.
Claeys said he plans one more trip to 
Mount Adams, next year, to scatter his 
brother's ashes.
"It's an appropriate place for them to 
be," Claeys said. "Certainly his spirit is 
still up there."
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The highest point in Montana: What it took to get to the top o f Granite Peak
Chris Lawrence/Montana Kaimin
Mike McClure, a Montana State University student, points toward the Beartooth Mountains from the 
top of Granite Peak while Victor Schlimgen, a former UM student, rests on a boulder.
Chris Lawrence 
Montana Kaimin
Alter hiking 12 miles and more than 
5,000 feet of elevation gain, we could final­
ly see it — the sharp fin of Granite Peak 
jutting toward the sky like a giant meat 
cleaver.
It had been a long day’s journey, but if 
things went as planned, we’d be standing 
on the summit of the rugged peak by noon 
the next day.
Nestled in the Absaroka-Beartooth 
wilderness, the 12,799-foot peak is the 
highest point in the state, that amazingly 
wasn’t summited until 1923. Not only 
that, Granite has a reputation of being dif­
ficult, as ferocious storm systems, a long 
approach and sections of technical climb­
ing foil many attempted ascents.
I’ve dreamed of climbing Granite. Last 
weekend I finally got my shot.
It was a spur-of-the-moment decision to 
try Granite, as are most climbing trips. We 
had our doubts when we heard from a 
friend that Bozeman had gotten two inch­
es of snow on Wednesday. It’s always 
amazing how fast an Indian summer can 
end in Montana.
While we couldn’t find a specific fore­
cast for Granite, the weekend weather for 
Billings and Bozeman was supposed to be 
clear skies and temperatures in the low 
50s. We assumed the best, but in the end 
we had no idea what to expect — we just 
knew we were going.
While Granite is no Mount Rainier, the 
peak is still a formidable opponent. Tbtal, 
the hike covers more than 25 miles and 
6,600 feet of elevation gain, with some tech­
nical climbing—4th and 5th class rock 
moves and glacier and ice climbing during 
the colder months. The stakes are high 
with Granite being buried 13 miles in the 
wilderness. Help is a long way off.
Although Granite is notorious for bru- 
tal thunderstorms dining the summer 
months, late August has proven to be the 
best time to climb the mountain.
Tree canopies sagged with snow as we 
bumped down the eight mile road leading 
to the trailhead on Friday morning. The 
drive was deceptive, because when we 
arrived we soon learned there wasn’t  that 
much snow on the route to peak.
We lucked out because 
we planned and packed 
for late summer condi­
tions, so we were without 
ice tools or crampons.
While we were a bit 
unprepared, we knew we’d 
be warm. Before leaving 
we had rounded up the 
warmest shells, fleeces 
and sleeping bags we 
could find.
For the sections of 
climbing, we brought a 
rope, harnesses and some 
trad gear. With the combi­
nation of our plethora of 
gear and food — Cliff 
Bars, tuna, Annie’s Pasta 
— our packs weighed 
about 50 pounds apiece.
While most hikers 
take three days to summit Granite and 
hike out, we did it in two days.
We started from the trailhead at about 
noon on Friday, heading up the first three 
miles toward Mystic Lake. From there the 
hike starts gaining some serious elevation 
via 36 switchbacks, named “the 
Switchbacks from Hell.”
The name was a bit overdone, because 
hiking the switchbacks was pretty mellow.
However, hiking on the “Frozen-to- 
Death Plateau” got old. The plateau is a 
never-ending table-top of rolling hills, 
rocks, arctic tundra, with the occasional 
ornery mountain goat. Hiking across this 
six-mile stretch can get sketchy, consider­
ing it sits at more than 11,000 feet and is 
exposed to wind and lightning, if a thun­
derstorm were to roll in. Route-finding can 
be difficult on the plateau, considering the 
lack of trail markers and false ridges. We 
discovered this quickly. After hiking for an 
hour or so, we considered taking a rest, 
but I said, “Let’s just climb this last ridge, 
and then we’ll stop.” After another hour of 
hiking, the ridge seemed even further 
away. When we finally did cross the ridge, 
it gave way to another ridge and another 
... It was like hallucinating in a desert.
After hiking for what seemed like an 
eternity, we finally found a good camp site 
on the edge of the plateau, about two miles 
from the peak When the sun started to
descend, it got windy and cold—really cold, 
dropping to around 15 degrees. Cold and 
exposed, we were left with no other option 
than to get into the tent and our sleeping 
bags, and tiy to retain some body heat.
It was a cold night and the next morning, 
we had to melt snow on a camping stove 
because all the water on the plateau had 
frozen solid overnight. Around 8 a.m., a few 
friends ofBrandon’s from Bozeman showed 
up to hike the summit with us. Apparently 
these four hardcores didn’t start hiking until 
11:30 p.m., and didn't finish until about 6 
a.m. Even though they had only a few hours 
of sleep, they were still going to try to reach 
the summit with us.
We chose to go by way of the East Ridge, 
because other routes, like the north face, 
have sheer, vertical walls with ice and 
snow, and prove to be much more technical.
The rock climbing on the East Ridge 
covers about an 800 foot section of boul­
ders, chimneys and slabs — mostly moder­
ate 4th and 5th class moves, which any 
reasonably fit person could handle.
Because the climbing was moderate, we 
didn’t use ropes, and within 45 minutes, all 
seven of us stood on the top of Montana.
On the summit the views of the rugged 
Beartooth peaks and its high-saddled 
lakes were spectacular. We could see as 
far as Wyoming, barely making out the sil- 
louhette of the Grand Tfeton.
While we were on the summit my 
buddy Vic placed a one-foot rock on the 
very tip of the summit. So let it be written 
that Granite is now an even 12,800 feet 
tall. After spending about a half an hour 
on the summit, we descended.
We got back to camp by 4 p.m., we said 
our farewells to the Bozeman climbers, 
and finished packing up our tent. The hike 
out, which is almost completely downhill, 
took about half the time.
As we drove through Fishtail and 
Absarokee, all the stories of weather and 
accidents on Granite seemed as far off as 
the peak itself.
By 1:30 a.m. Sunday morning, we were 
back in Missoula — thus ending an epic 
trip.
We were in and out of the Beartooths 
in under two days. The weather and climb­
ing had been so perfect, it almost felt like 
we had robbed that rugged peak. Next 
time, we pledged, we’d try a winter ascent 
— maybe even this January. Thinking of 
the frigid plateau, the ice and winter 
storm systems, I’d have to guess that 
when we do return to Granite, summiting 
might not be as easy. A day after we left, I 
heard that some massive storm systems 
moved into the Beartooths. Although we 
won this battle with the elements this 
time, I doubt if we’ll be as lucky in the 
next go-around.
THE D IA R Y  OF A  FAILED FISH HUNTER
Column by
Liam G allagher
My
friends and 
I went hunt­
ing last 
weekend,
but not for deer, duck or prairie 
dogs. Last weekend we went 
trout hunting.
Now Fm sure some might sim­
ply call it fly fishing, but consid­
ering the miles we’ve traveled 
over the last four weeks and the 
luck, or lack thereof, that we’ve 
had, Fd beg to differ.
The hunt began four weeks 
ago when my buddies Kal, Hutch 
and I headed north to Canada.
We made our way toward the bor­
der to a fabled river in Alberta 
that holds a farmer’s grip of 
Cutthroat and Bull trout. When 
we finally got to Femie, we head­
ed out with fly rods for rifles and 
fly boxes full of ammo.
I’ll tell you it was a successful 
hunt, but just how successful will 
remain between the three of us.
From the looks of it, this fall 
seemed sure to be one hell of a 
trout-hunting season.
We went home proud of our 
kill and ready to get right back
out the next weekend
So, the next weekend my 
friends and I headed to our old 
stomping grounds, Rock Creek. 
Now this wasn’t just another day 
of fishing, but a full weekend of 
aggresive trout hunting.
In preparation for a long hunt, 
we scouted the river, watched the 
water and stalked the fish. Then 
we slept.
Morning came, and as the sun 
made its way over the surround­
ing mountains, we rigged up our 
rods, loaded our vests and started 
out into the early morning air, 
ready for the hunt. Cast after 
cast was fired and mile after mile 
was hiked. The sun began to set 
and as the cold, early fall night 
rolled in we had only caught a 
few fish, so we decided it was 
time to leave. We drove home 
with our heads hanging and 
hands empty.
The hunt continues...
A week of classes went by and 
with a failed weekend of trout 
hunting seven days behind us, we 
headed out of town, yet again.
Our destination was the 
Beaverhead River near Dillon.
Our hunt was long and 
tedious, but yielded not a single 
fish. Frustrated, but determined 
to catch a fish, my buddy Murph 
hesitantly made his way up to a 
fly shop to see if a little local 
knowledge might land him a
lunker. He left with $27 worth of 
ammo anda renewed hope. We 
split the cost of the flies and 
headed back out to the river. 
Locked and loaded, we fished 
hard for another four hours.
We got skunked.
Thank God society has evolved 
since the hunting-and-gathering 
era, because from the looks of it 
my friends and I would surely be 
the failures of any tribe.
The hunt continues...
Undetered by the couple 
weeks of slow fishing, we decided 
to give it another go. It was 
Hutch, Kal and I again, and 
rather than drive for hours just to 
find there were no fish to be had, 
we decided to stage our hunt just 
a few miles south, on the 
Bitterroot River.
It was slow going getting out 
of town, and once we got to camp 
we threw down the tent and a 
few beers.
We made a fire and sat around 
catching up on everything we 
already knew about each other, 
but don’t mind hearing just one 
more time. We shared stories of 
the successful hunts we’d each 
had over the summer and remi- 
niced about all the trout hunts 
we’d gone on together over the 
last three years. And believe me, 
there have been quite a few.
The next morning we sat 
around the fire trying to shake
the cold, and didn’t get on the 
river until around 11 a.m.
I've never had much luck on 
the Bitterroot, and last weekend 
wasn’t any different: few, if any, 
fish and a lot of walking.
It was another slow day on the 
river. We caught a few fish, but it 
was nothing to write home about.
Fve heard it said that golfing 
can be described as a good 
walked spoiled. I’m begining to 
think the same about fishing.
Sometime around 3 o’clock,
Kal and I took a break from the 
hunt, sat on the shore, ate a 
peanut-butter sandwich and 
shared a beer. Both considerably 
discouraged, we decided to play a 
little rock baseball. For those of 
you who don’t know just what 
rock baseball is, it involves rocks 
and any stick, tree limb or club- 
shaped branch. There’s not much 
to i t—you pitch a rock and 
swing for the fences.
I hit seven home runs. I only 
caught one fish, so I guess you 
could say my day on the 
Bitterroot was more a day of 
“home running” than fishing, or 
excuse me, trout hunting.
Well, chalk up another one for 
ol’ Mother Nature. Another week­
end in search of fish, and yet 
another weekend of disappoint­
ment. And it seems that’s just the 
way it’s been this fall. I can 
remember day after day of phe­
nomenal fishing last fall, and this 
year I’ve found the biggest fish to 
be a day’s drive north, in Canada.
But you know, I guess I can’t 
complain, because whenever I 
talk to my buddies at school in 
Oregon, California or Ohio, Fm 
reminded of how lucky I am to be 
in Montana, even if the fishing is 
a little slow.
And now, the more I think 
about it, I guess I’d say fishing 
isn’t a good walk spoiled, but a 
good walk made all the better.
I just have to remind myself 
that if fishing was just about 
catching fish, they’d call it catch­
ing, not fishing.
Winter is on its way. The 
clouds are rolling in. The ther­
mometer is dropping. And in 
these last few weeks of fall, the 
fishing can only get better, or at 
least that’s what my buddies and 
I are telling ourselves.
Over the last four weeks, my 
friends and I have logged count­
less miles on the odometer, sat in 
cars for more hours than I care to 
remember only to catch a couple 
fish here and there. But hell, it 
was time away from the everyday 
life of Missoula, and undoubtedly 
they were times I’ll never forget.
So you can bet that as long as 
there’s gas in the tank, friends in 
the car and fish in the rivers, the 
hunt will continue.
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High-flying flutes
Annie P. Warren/Montana Kaimin
Angie Roberts, left, Anna Semple and Dana McGuire perform with 
the rest of the UM Flute Choir in the UC Tuesday prior to a commu­
nity convocation that addressed the origins and aftermath o f the 
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Federal authorities investigate third anthrax case
BOCA RATON, Fla. (AP) - A 
third person who worked at a 
Florida company has tested posi­
tive for anthrax and the case has 
become the subject of a federal 
criminal investigation, authori­
ties said Wednesday.
The 35-year-old woman, 
whose name wasn’t  disclosed, 
was hospitalized after a swab of 
her nasal passages found traces 
of anthrax. She is being treated 
with antibiotics and her condition 
was not immediately known.
FBI agent Hector Pesquera 
said the anthrax contamination is 
limited to the Boca Raton head­
quarters of supermarket tabloid 
publisher American Media. 
Anthrax killed a tabloid employee 
last week. U.S. Attorney Guy 
Lewis said the investigation 
would focus on how the anthrax 
got into the building— and why.
Public health officials stressed 
that there is no public health 
threat from the anthrax, but the 
case has heightened fears of a 
biological attack. The statement 
from Lewis was the most declara­
tive from federal authorities so 
far that the anthrax was the 
result of a criminal act.
Pesquera said authorities had
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New loan, debt counseling center 
draws many students, questions
Candy Buster 
Montana Kaimin
The loan and debt counsel­
ing center that was added to 
Griz Central this year is a suc­
cess, already giving hundreds 
of students advice on manag­
ing their financial aid, said DJ 
Christianson, educational 
finance specialist for the cen­
ter.
Christianson said he spent 
the first two weeks of the year 
helping the financial aid 
department because they were 
so busy. They only have 18 
employees to handle hundreds 
of students coming in a t the 
beginning of the year with 
problems about their financial 
aid, Christianson said.
Now that things have set­
tled down in their department, 
Christianson can concentrate 
on extensive one-on-one debt 
and loan counseling.
Christianson sees about five 
students a day, he said, most of 
whom are walk-ins or referrals 
from the financial aid desk.
“We’re about as busy as we 
expected to be,” he said. “We 
were really anticipating the 
fall to be more of a quiet time.”
Mick Hanson, the director of 
financial aid, is very pleased 
with the new center so far, he
said.
“I think it’s highly success 
fill,” Hanson said.
But he said students have 
yet to take full advantage of 
the center, and in particular 
the resources Christianson has 
to offer.
“I want students to take 
advantage of DJ to become 
more informed about their 
options,” Hanson said. “It will 
allow students to better under 
stand and plan their financial 
aspects.”
Christianson travels around 
western Montana to high 
schools and other colleges, so 
he is not in the office all the 
time. The Student Assistance 
Foundation, the organization 
that sponsored the new center, 
only has two representatives 
for the whole state.
“It’s a big state with only the 
two of us,” Christianson said.
Christianson is still looking 
for a work-study student to 
assist him in minor loan coun­
seling and office management.
Hanson and Christianson 
suspect the center will get 
much busier at the end of the 
semester and again in the 
spring, when graduating 
seniors are required to get exit 
counseling.
no evidence the anthrax was cre­
ated by a terrorist group and cau­
tioned that “this is not a time for 
premature conclusions and inac­
curate reporting.”
Sim tabloid photo editor 
Robert Stevens, 63, died Friday 
of inhaled anthrax, a rare and 
particularly lethal form of the 
disease. Co-worker Ernesto 
Blanco, 73, has been in a Miami 
hospital since Monday after 
anthrax spores were found in his 
nose. He was in good condition.
Health investigators shut 
down the American Media build­
ing after finding traces of anthrax 
on the computer keyboard used 
by Stevens. Pesquera said the 
latest victim worked in the gen­
eral area of the other victims.
"This is so devastating to me 
and my company,” American 
Media chief executive David 
Pecker said on CNN’s “Lany King 
Live.” There has been speculation 
that the company’s official-sound­
ing name gave it a high profile, 
and Pecker said he thought his 
company was being targeted.
Florida health officials have 
said the bacteria in Stevens’ 
blood responded to antibiotics, 
suggesting it was a naturally 
occurring strain rather than a 
laboratoiy-altered one.
A law enforcement official said 
on condition of anonymity that pre­
liminary work on the anthrax that 
killed Stevens has found a possible 
match to a laboratory strain first 
isolated in Iowa.
Authorities said the latest victim 
was one of more than 1,000 people 
who have been tested by health offi­
cials for the presence of anthrax. 
Most have recently been inside the 
AMI building and most are still 
waiting for test results. Many were 
given supplies of antibiotics and told 
to come back for more tests later.
Bayer AG, Germany’s biggest 
drug maker, said it will boost pro­
duction of the anthrax antibiotic 
Cipro to meet surging U.S. demand. 
One of the leading U.S. distributors 
of the antibiotic, McKesson HBOC, 
said it has not encountered any 
shortages, though pharmacies are 
reporting low supplies.
Curry Health 
Center thrusts 
new  condom  
circulation plan
Carm ody Sloan  
Montana Kaimin
Condom baskets in dorms 
pose problems when mainte­
nance workers find nonoxynol-9 
lubricant on toilet seats and 
latex debris that never reached 
the trash can, said a Curry 
Health Center representative at 
ASUM’s Wednesday meeting.
Thus, Ryan Campbell, a grad­
uate assistant of the Health 
Enhancement office at the cen­
ter, informed the senate of a new 
plan for condom distribution.
“The program is called CAP” 
Campbell said, “which is Condom 
Accessibility Program.”
The plan calls for two repre­
sentatives to provide condoms to 
people in the Greek houses and 
dorms who come to them.
They will be required to keep 
track of how many students use 
their service, but no names will 
be used.
The “condom contact” will be 
required to sign a legally binding 
confidentiality agreement, but 
questions were still raised about 
the effectiveness of the program.
“Do you think that there 
would be a problem with stu­
dents being intimidated going to 
someone else for condoms?” 
Senator C. Austin Rees asked.
He said he thought students 
might be intimidated because the 
contact would know who got how 
many, how often.
All students in dorms, fra­
ternities and sororities will 
know about the confidentiality 
agreement and if it is breached, 
the contact can be taken to 
court, Campbell said. Through 
training sessions for the con­
tacts, the enhancement office 
hopes to make sure they are 
approachable and knowledge­
able.
“The contacts aren’t  there to 
counsel,” Campbell said, “they’re 
there as a reference.”
She said they will not only be 
armed with condoms of all fla­
vors and colors, including glow- 
in-the-dark one, but they will be 
required to ask the user if he or 
she needs lubricant or literature, 
which will also be just as avail­
able.
They are focusing on Greek 
houses this month, said 
Campbell, and next month they 
will be hitting the dorms.
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M ansfield eu logized , buried  
in Arlington National Cem etery
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) — 
Mike Mansfield was portrayed 
at his funeral as an American 
hero: an orphan-tumed-soldier, 
an endearing diplomat, a politi­
cian who proved his could be a 
noble profession.
Mansfield, who served as 
Senate majority leader longer 
than anyone else and was the 
nation’s ambassador to Japan 
for two presidents, was buried 
Wednesday in Arlington 
National Cemetery.
Mansfield died Friday a t 98. 
In an hour-long service in a 
sunsplashed Army chapel, he 
was eulogized as a lawmaker 
who deflected praise even as 
his work left a lasting impres­
sion on the nation.
The Montana Democrat was 
majority leader from 1961 until 
he retired from the Senate in 
1977.
He shepherded passage of 
the mid-1960s civil rights laws, 
Medicare, federal aid for col­
lege and the constitutional 
amendment that gave 18-year- 
olds the vote — all controver­
sial in a nation tom  by 
Vietnam, race riots and the 
assassinations of the Kennedys 
and the Rev. Martin Luther 
King Jr.
“Mike Mansfield’s leadership 
was the hinge of history,” said 
Charles Ferris, Mansfield’s 
longtime friend and his legal 
counsel as majority leader.
Niece Stephanie Shea 
O’Connor remembered 
Mansfield, however, simply as 
“Uncle Mike.” She recalled a 
childhood visit to the Senate 30 
years ago when Mansfield 
plucked a carnation from a 
vase and gave it to her. She 
pressed the flower into a Dr. 
Seuss book.
“You are our giant, our 
hero,” she said. “But you are 
also our Uncle Mike, who we 
will mourn and miss.”
Diplomats, senators and 
generals were among the more 
than 400 people who attend­
ed the service, including 
Majority Leader Tom 
Daschle, D-S.D., and Senate 
Appropriations Committee 
Chairman Robert Byrd, D- 
W.Va. Yukihuko Ikeda, a for­
mer foreign minister of 
Japan, also attended.
President Bush ordered 
flags flown at half-staff at 
federal buildings around
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the nation.
As mourners sang “America 
the Beautiful,” Mansfield’s flag- 
draped casket was carried out 
of the chapel by uniformed pall­
bearers from each of the Armed 
service branches.
Mansfield was orphaned as 
a toddler and sent to live with 
relatives in Montana. He ran 
away at 14 and lied about his 
age to join the Navy and fight 
in World War I. Before he was 
20, he also had served in the 
Army and the Marines.
He returned to Montana 
after the war to work in the 
copper mines. There, he fell in 
love with a schoolteacher 
named Maureen Hayes, whom 
he married.
Mansfield, whose wander­
ings through China as a Marine 
private planted the seed of his 
interest in Asia, became a pro­
fessor of Far Eastern history 
after his wife persuaded him to 
return to school.
A Democrat, he was elected 
to the U.S. House and served 
five terms before being elected 
to the Senate. There, he even­
tually inherited a chamber 
divided by mistrust. His low- 
key style of patience and 
respect remade the Senate.
“He transformed the Senate 
from a Senate of power brokers 
to a Senate of equals,” Ferris 
said. “He never twisted an arm, 
but he touched the conscience 
of his colleagues.”
President Carter sent 
Mansfield to Japan as ambas­
sador in 1977. When the White 
House changed parties, 
President Reagan asked him to 
stay, and he did, serving until 
1988.
After retirement, Mansfield 
went to work as a Far East 
consultant for investment 
banking firm Goldman Sachs 
and Co.
Mansfield was buried next 
to the grave of his wife, who 
died last year.
What UM students know, don’t know about Islam
Heather Sowers 
for the Kaimin
As America begins its 
unconventional war on terror­
ism, UM students range from 
being extremely well educated 
to completely clueless when 
asked about Islam, Osama bin 
Laden and Afghanistan.
Several students were 
asked Monday to define some 
basic term s related to current 
events to get a  sense of w hat 
the campus does and doesn’t 
know about the w ar America 
is in.
“Afghanistan — th a t’s a 
country in the Middle E ast 
th a t we ju s t bombed, I think,” 
said Jack Revier, a  freshman 
pre-pharmacy major.
Revier said he thought 
Islam was “some sort of reli­
gion,” and th a t Muslim “was 
another sort of religion” and 
he’d never heard of the 
Quran, Ramadan, jihad or 
Taliban.
Roham Abtahi, a  senior 
forestry student from Iran, 
correctly stated  th a t the direct 
translation of Islam is “sub­
mission to God.”
Islam, along with 
C hristianity and Judaism , is 
one of the three largest 
monotheistic (“one god”) reli­
gions in the world.
John Redwine, a  history 
senior, said th a t a Muslim is 
an adherent to Islam.
Redwine and Abtahi were 
the only students interviewed 
who knew w hat Ramadan 
was.
“It’s a holy month of fasting 
(for Muslims),” Redwine said. 
Abtahi said th a t the time 
changes yearly.
The Quran, said Abtahi, is 
“the word of God handed down 
through the prophet 
Mohammed.” Redwine added 
th a t the Quran was compiled 
fifty years after the prophet’s 
death.
Most students knew th a t 
the Quran is Islam ’s holy
book, and most students had 
heard of jihad, a term  used 
often in relation to the terror­
ist attacks.
Abtahi and Redwine cor­
rectly said th a t the direct 
translation of “jihad” is strug­
gle and it means an Islamic 
holy war.
While everyone interviewed 
had heard of Osama bin 
Laden, many people were 
unsure of his connections to 
Islam, th e  Taliban and 
Afghanistan.
Tony C hunkapura said th a t 
Osama bin Laden is supposed­
ly the leader of the Taliban? a 
group of Muslim extremists.
“W hat he and his followers 
do is totally extreme — he is 
not the definition of Islam,” 
C hunkapura said.
Shannon Martell, a  sopho­
more a t the College of 
Ttechnology, said th a t Osama 
bin Laden was behind the te r­
rorist attacks and th a t she 
thinks Islam is a religion and 
part of bin Laden’s way of life 
in the Middle East.
Revier said, “Osama bin 
Laden — he’s the terrorist 
dude. He’s not cool. I’d say 
some other things, but they’re 
too vulgar.”
Revier said he didn’t  know 
if Osama bin Laden or the 
Taliban were connected to 
Islam, though he did think 
bin Laden was from 
Afghanistan.
Colin Stephens, a  philoso­
phy graduate student, correct­
ly identified all the basic 
term s of Islam and said th a t 
bin Laden is a  Saudi billion­
aire and main leader of a  te r­
rorist organization.
“I think bin Laden’s connec­
tion to Islam is slim to none. 
He’s taken a  very early literal- 
ist interpretation (of Islam) 
and is warping it,” Stephens 
said, briefly describing the 
extreme “Islamists’” hope to 
re-establish a golden age of 
Muslim rule th a t existed after 
the death of Muham m ad.
Abtahi said th a t Osama bin 
Laden is exploiting Islam for 
political reasons. Redwine 
agreed, saying, “It (Islam) is a 
front to perpetuate the heavy- 
handed, evil tactics of a 
deranged lunatic.”
Redwine said th a t the 
Taliban is the illegitimate 
authoritarian  government of 
Afghanistan, “the bastard 
child of the power vacuum left 
by the Soviet withdrawal in 
1989.”
Redwine said th a t 
Afghanistan contains a m ulti­
plicity of ethnicities including 
Pushtun, Uzbek, Tajik,
Iranian  and Hezareh.
“There are a t least 13 
major groups in Afghanistan,” 
said Redwine, “plus various 
Soviet ethnicities.”
Robyn Rose, a freshman 
drama major, said that people 
are doing a lot of finger point­
ing.
“I will not m ake any 
judgem ent un til we’re  defi­
n itely  sure  he’s the  one,” said 
Rose, adding th a t  she does, 
however, believe th a t  bin 
Laden is a  H itler-like figure, 
a  dom inating force in  the  
Middle E ast.
Rose said the Taliban is an 
oppressive, controlling, evil 
way of life in Afghanistan.
“I th ink  th a t people over 
there hate it (Taliban) as 
much as we do,” she said. “I 
th ink it’s im portant to not 
generalize and th ink tha t 
everyone over there is evil, 
th a t’s not the tru th .”
Ju s tin  Peters, a  jun io r in 
history, said he hasn ’t  really 
studied Islam  bu t t hinks i t’s 
a religious faction th a t  has a 
m ajority of believers from the 
Middle E ast. Peters knew 
w hat the  Q uran w as and said 
th a t bin Laden is a  terrorist; 
he had  heard  of R am adan 
and jihad  bu t w asn’t  sure 
w hat they  were.
“As to the  mechanics of the 
religion, I have no clue,” said 
Peters.
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Roberts wins offensive award; UM volleyball hanging tough
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
Senior Lindsay Kaiser (right) goes up for a block against volleyball coach Dave Best 
during practice Wednesday afternoon in the West Auxiliary Gym.
Bryan Haines 
Montana Kaimin
-Soccer-
Breaking out of a  three-game funk, 
Montana soccer finally found the back of 
the opponent’s net this weekend, scoring 
two goals in a 2-1 home win against 
Colorado College. Leading the offensive 
revival was junior forward Liz Roberts.
The gritty Roberts scored the game winner 
with 30 minutes to play against the Tigers, 
her fourth goal of the season.
Roberts’ goal snapped the Grizzlies 
three-game losing streak and moved UM 
back to .500, with a 4-4 overall record.
With her game-winning goal, Roberts 
was once again named the Big Sky .  
Conference offensive player of the week. 
The Helena native also won the award 
during the first week of the season after 
scoring a goal and adding an assist in 
Montana’s 3-2 win over Toledo.
Big Sky play is opening this week­
end, and if the past is any indication of the 
future, the conference is Montana’s to lose. 
Since Big Sky play began in 1997, Montana 
holds a 23-2-1 overall record against fellow 
Big Sky foes. UM has won the first four 
conference titles, three of them outright, 
and the Griz were once again picked by 
coaches to win the conference this year.
Speaking of dominance, Griz head 
coach Betsy Duerksen is the cream of the 
crop in the Big Sky. Her .887 winning per­
centage is the highest among coaches, as 
well as her overall win total of 59 as a 
coach in the Big Sky. Duerksen’s 137 career 
wins is more than double that of any coach 
in the Big Sky as well. Duerksen is just 
three wins shy of attaining 100 wins as a 
Grizzly. If Montana can keep the spell they 
have casted on the Big Sky, that magical 
100th win could happen at home next week 
against Sacramento State.
-Volleyball-
As s tarter after starter falls for 
Montana, Lindsay Kaiser is still going 
strong. The senior outside hitter is leading 
the Big Sky in service aces with 29, including 
a match-high eight against Central Michigan 
earlier this year. Enduring a trying season 
with all the injuries they have had, Kaiser 
has been solid as a rock for the Griz.
The glass slipper still fits, as Weber 
State continues to play the role of Cinderella, 
sweeping by Eastern Washington and 
Portland State. The Wildcats own a 5-1 
record in conference after the two wins and 
they are showing no signs of slowing down. 
The Wildcats have taken out the top four 
teams below them, including preseason 
favorite and defending league champion 
Sacramento State. Their only blemish came 
on the road at the hands of Montana.
Cross-state rival M ontana State is 
beginning to falter after a blistering start.
In winning their first 12 matches, includ­
ing their first three Big Sky Conference 
tilts, the Bobcats appeared ready to run
away with the conference. After Weber 
State ended the Bobcats’ run with an upset 
over MSU two weeks ago in Bozeman, 
Montana State then fell victim last week­
end to the dreadful road trip to Sacramento
State and Northern Arizona that frustrated 
Montana as well. The Bobcats now find 
themselves looking up in the standings, sit­
ting fifth at 3-3 with Montana coming to 
town Friday.
UM Griz open Big Sky play 
against tw o biggest threats
Bryan Haines 
Montana Kaimin
Michael schmichael: Let’s hear entertaining news
M ontana opens up defense 
of its Big Sky Conference 
crown this weekend and if 
the Griz make it through 
unscathed, they will be in the 
driver’s seat for a repeat.
It won’t  come easy, as the 
two of the top team s in the 
conference, Weber S tate and 
Idaho State, are eager to de­
throne the Grizzlies.
“Both team s have been our 
biggest competition in the 
conference,” head coach Betsy 
Duerksen said. “It will be one 
of our most im portant week­
ends of the season.”
Montana begins the long 
road of repeating on Thursday 
at Weber State (3-7-1), and 
the Wildcats are one of the 
only team s who have had suc­
cess against the Griz in the 
Big Sky. WSU has beaten UM 
twice, the only two conference 
blemishes against the 
Grizzlies in the four-year his­
tory of the league.
Hoping to make life m iser­
able for the Griz will be scor­
ing sensation N atalie 
Hensley. The sophomore for­
ward leads the Big Sky in 
scoring with six goals and six 
assists for 18 points. Hensley 
leads a Wildcat offense tha t, 
despite scoring only one goal 
in its last three games, leads 
the conference in shots, goals, 
assists and points.
M ontana will counter w ith 
one of the stingiest defenses 
in the Big Sky. The Griz have 
allowed only 12 goals this 
season, tied for first in the 
conference. UM’s back four of 
Wendy Stuker, Kerri Houck, 
E lisa Scherb and Casey 
Joyner will be counted on to 
slow down Hensley and the 
high-powered Weber offense.
“We are not going to shad­
ow Hensley w ith one person,” 
D uerksen said. “I t will take  a 
whole team  effort to get the 
win defensively.”
Saturday the Griz will be 
in Pocatello, Idaho battling 
the Bengals. Idaho S tate was 
picked to finish second in the 
conference and if anyone is 
going to upset M ontana, it 
will be ISU.
“It will be a p retty  intense, 
exciting game,” Duerksen 
said.
Idaho S tate (5-4-1) brings 
a  balanced offensive attack  to 
the  table, as no one has 
scored more than  three goals 
in the  season. Jenna  Jones 
and Isla G ram er lead the 
Bengals w ith three goals 
each. Idaho S tate has had the 
sam e bad luck M ontana has 
had early th is season. Of 
ISU’s four losses, three have 
been by one goal.
Offensively, M ontana will 
try  to add to the  momentum 
gained by finally breaking 
through and scoring two 
goals against Colorado 
College. The two goals were 
the  first scored in  more than  
three games.
Leading M ontana in scor­
ing is junior Liz Roberts, who 
has four goals and two 
assists.
After a  short week to pre­
pare — M ontana only prac­
ticed Tuesday after taking 
Monday off following a gruel­
ing weekend of play a t home 
— the Griz are ready to get 
conference play under way.
“S tarting  conference play 
is something th a t we are 
ready to get into,” Duerksen 
said. “Coming off a  good 
weekend of play we have 
some confidence and we ju s t 
have to continue to work 
hard .”
Column by
Ian Costello
You
know, there 
are some 
things that 
I just can­
not waste 
my time caring about right now.
Michael Jordan played his 
first basketball game for the pub­
lic Tuesday, scoring 13 points in a 
Washington Wizards’ inter-squad 
scrimmage, and one annoying 
question again surfaced in my 
mind: Why should I care?
Let alone what is happening 
in the world right now, there is 
just too much sports on tap to 
give any time to Michael Jordan.
I already know that Michael 
Jordan is one of the most excit­
ing players to ever set foot in the 
professional sports arena. If I 
want excitement, I’ll turn my 
eyes to the Major League 
Baseball play-offs and spend my 
energy rooting against the 
Braves and the Yankees.
Seven teams entered the 
post-season with a legitimate 
shot at winning the World 
Series, the lone exception being 
the Cleveland Indians, who 
upset the Seattle Mariners in 
game one of their best-of-five in 
an exciting fashion Tuesday 
afternoon.
The amazing Mariners with 
Ichiro and Brett Boone, the 
Arizona Diamondbacks, the 
Yankees, the Braves, the 
Houston Astros and their blown 
saves ... the list of excitement 
goes on and someone is actually 
paying attention to how Michael 
matches up against other 
Wizard greats like Richard 
Hamilton?
I already understand that 
Jordan has a chance to lead the 
league in scoring. But if I want to 
watch scoring, I’ll watch the St. 
Louis Rams play football. The 
only team that could possibly 
score at the rate that the 2001
St. Louis Rams find the end zone 
would be the 1999 St. Louis 
Rams. This team puts up points.
And not to be outdone in the 
NFL are the amazing starts by 
the Cleveland Browns (3-1), the 
San Diego Chargers (3-1), the 
Chicago Bears (3-1), the 
Tennessee Titans (0-3) and the 
Minnesota Vikings (1-3). In a 
year when it seems a parody has 
finally brought an equilibrium to 
the competitive playing field, 
why should I care that in three 
months Jordan will probably be 
selected as a starter for the 
Eastern Conference All-Stars?
I have had enough of Michael 
Jordan shoving Ball Park 
Franks, Nike shoes, 1-800-COL­
LECT and Gatorade down my 
throat. If I want to see stars sell­
ing me things, I’ll watch ads of 
Tennessee Titan Jevon “The 
Freak” Kearse slapping his 
DirectTV installation expert on 
the ass. Or I’ll watch Anna 
Koumikova sell me anything.
Frankly, I can wait to see 
another lackluster product like 
Rayovac batteries force-fed to 
me by Mike.
I already know that basket­
ball season is just around the 
comer, and I never care about 
pre-season games or inter-squad 
scrimmages, Michael or no 
Michael. I’ll spend my time try­
ing to figure out who will finish 
second in the West to the Los 
Angeles Lakers or if any team in 
the college basketball world has 
a snowball’s chance in hell of 
hanging with the Duke Blue 
Devils this year.
Michael never made me care 
about pre-season basketball 
before, so I can’t see any reason 
why I should start now.
I already know a lot of things 
about Michael Jordan, and, cur­
rently, I don’t  care to learn more. 
I know Michael is exciting, but 
“Vinsanity” Carter gets my vote; 
I know Michael can score but 
can he hang with Shaq? I know 
Michael is a celebrity, but Kobe 
may have cornered his market, 
and I know Michael has 
returned to the NBA because 
ESPN won’t  stop telling me.
Give me a call in February 
when Michael wins the All-Star 
Game MVP again, then I’ll stand 
up and take notice. Until then, 
get out of the way.
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Living under the law: Jury duty proves to be a trial
C hris L aw rence  
Montana Kaimin
Last semester, senior Brodie 
Bergeson experienced some­
thing almost nobody wants: 
jury duty.
In the middle of last April, 
Bergeson was plucked out of 
his student routine and thrust 
into a complicated legal case 
about the 1996 chemical spill 
near Alberton.
Because Bergeson is a regis­
tered voter in Missoula county, 
he was chosen at random to 
serve as a juror for the case. As 
a result, his life was put on 
hold — he couldn’t attend 
classes or work for two weeks.
“It was a crisis,” said 
Bergeson, a business finance 
major who watched his “B” 
average slide.
“I took three tests after the 
trial, and got three Ds.”
For two weeks, Bergeson 
and eight other jurors listened 
to the Sam Austin v. Montana 
Rail Link case. Austin, a for­
mer UM student, sued the rail­
road for more than $1.8 mil­
lion, saying his exposure to 
spilled chlorine while driving 
on Interstate 90 led to his 
health problems. MRL ended 
up winning the case.
“It was my first time partic­
ipating in a court case,” 
Bergeson said. “It was like lit­
tle kids fighting.”
From Monday through 
Friday, Bergeson was in the 
courtroom from 8 a.m. until 5 
p.m. Though he could sleep at 
home and had weekends off, he 
said the case got old quick.
“You can only listen to so 
much,” Bergeson said. “(After 
a while) you just w ant to shoot 
yourself, or lay down on the 
train tracks.”
During the year, Bergeson 
received three summons to 
appear for jury selection. 
Thinking the odds were in his 
favor, Bergeson didn’t protest 
until he appeared for selection. 
By then, case officials told him, 
it was too late. He was one of 
30 jurors to be in the final 
screening called “voir dire,” 
when lawyers from both sides 
have a shot a t selecting poten­
tial jurors. Still, Bergeson 
hoped there was a chance he’d 
get out of it.
“I was in shock when they 
called my name,” Bergeson 
said. “I said, This ju s t can’t  be 
happening. This just can’t  be 
happening.’”
Bergeson said he may have 
been selected as one of the 
final nine jurors because
Q u ality
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Senior Brodie Bergeson served jury duty for two weeks last April tak­
ing time from work and school. Bergeson and eight other jurors heard 
a case about the 1996 Montana Rail Link train derailment near 
Alberton.
Austin’s lawyers thought he’d 
be sympathetic toward their 
client, who was a student a t 
UM a t the time.
“They thought I could some­
how relate,” Bergeson said.
Almost immediately after 
being selected, the trial was 
underway and Bergeson was 
locked in. It wasn’t  until the 
lunch break tha t he could 
approach the judge to protest. 
By then, it was too late.
“He ju s t kind of shrugged 
and said sorry,” Bergeson said, 
though the judge helped him 
by calling UM’s law school 
dean, who contacted 
Bergeson’s professors to 
explain the situation. Some 
professors “seemed sympathet­
ic, others were like ‘tough 
luck,”’ Bergeson said.
Bergeson’s situation was 
unusual, because most jury 
duty cases only last a few
days.
“It depends entirely on the 
case,” said Kevin Parks, chief 
deputy of the clerk of district 
court in Missoula.
And since Bergeson is a stu­
dent, he most likely should 
have been exempt from service 
anyway, Parks said.
Bergeson said serving is 
partly his fault because he 
wasn’t  entirely clear what his 
legal rights were.
“I don’t  blame it all on the 
legal system,” Bergeson said.
“I should have contacted them 
seven days before the trial.”
Grades aside, Bergeson said 
the experience wasn’t all bad. 
He got paid $200 a week from 
the state for serving, and 
Delta, his employer a t the 
Missoula airport, paid him for 
the time off. Best of all, he 
won’t  be a juror on a case any­
time soon.
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The ins and outs of jury duty
C hris L aw rence  
Montana Kaimin
W hile i t ’s ra re , some UM 
stu d en ts  m ay be yanked 
from th e ir  norm al lives to 
serve in  ju ry  duty.
A nyone w ho is a  reg is­
te re d  vo te r in  M isSoula 
C ounty  is eligible, 
a lthough  th e  chances of 
being se lec ted  a re  s till 
slim , sa id  K evin P a rk s , 
ch ie f dep u ty  for th e  clerk  
of d is tr ic t co u rt in  
M issoula. W hile i t ’s  h a rd  
to  e s tim a te  how  m an y  a re  
se lec ted  for service in  th e  
county  each year, th e re  
a re  abou t 65,000 reg is­
te re d  vo ters, P a rk s  sa id .
“There is a  random  selec­
tion process from a pool,” 
P arks said. “O ur computer 
shuffles these, and s tirs  the  
pot.”
There are ways of d itch­
ing  ou t though. U nder 
M ontana law, if  people 
w ant to get out of ju ry  duty 
they  have to  show th a t  
serving would bring “undue 
hardsh ip  to th e  person or 
th e  public served by the 
person.”
“Like if  you were a sole 
(financial) supporter for a 
family,” said Peggy Tonan, a 
UM law professor. “Or it’s 
fire season, and you were 
th e  fire chief.”
Most of th e  tim e studen ts 
and teachers are  exempt, 
though it’s always up to 
“the judges discretion,” who 
gets out of it, P arks said. 
Sometimes th e  judge will 
cut people breaks for other 
reasons too.
“Some m ay say, ‘hey, I 
have an  a irp lan e  tick e t to  
T ah iti,’” P a rk s  said . M ost 
can  be excused, as long as 
“th ey  have  a  ju s tif iab le
reason  n o t to  serve.”
W hen people a re  called 
on to  serve, f irs t a  su m ­
m ons le t te r  is se n t to 
them . T his doesn’t  m ean  
th e y  have been  selected  
yet, i t  ju s t  m eans they  a re  
eligible. I f  people have  
reaso n s w hy th ey  can ’t  
serve , th ey  should  respond 
as soon as  sum m ons a re  
issued , P a rk s  said .
W hen people a re  su m ­
m oned, th ey  m u s t ap p ea r 
in  cou rt to be considered 
as a  ju ro r. T hey a re  asked  
v arious questions, an d  th e  
law yers from  b o th  sides 
have  th e  option to keep  a  
ju ro r, or send  th em  p ack ­
ing, P a rk s  sa id . M ost t r i ­
a ls  la s t  only one or two 
days, b u t m u rd e r cases 
can  la s t  fo r two o r th re e  
w eeks, P a rk s  said .
N ot m any  s tu d en ts  a t 
UM a re  selected  because 
th ey ’re  reg is te red  in  coun­
tie s  ou tside o f M issoula. 
A nd th a t ’s a n  excuse to  not 
serve, Tonan said .
“S tu d en ts  do get called 
(to serve), b u t i t  ju s t  does­
n ’t  h appen  th a t  m uch,” 
sa id  Tonan, who h a s  been 
a  reg is te red  vo te r since 
1967, and  h a s  only been 
called  once or tw ice for 
ju ry  selection.
While m any see ju ry  duty 
as a negative thing, these 
are  m ostly im pressions from 
th e  people who have never 
served, Parks said.
“I’ve actually  had  people 
a sk  for ju ry  duty,” though 
i t ’s not in  his power to 
g ran t, because the  selection 
is a random  process, P arks 
said. “Nobody said th is  was 
fun,” b u t “it’s som ething 
th a t  some people find 
rew arding.”
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Memory tree to 
be planted to 
honor victims
Bryan O’Connor 
Montana Kaimin
Students are invited to listen 
to music, plant a tree on the 
courthouse lawn, honor the vic­
tims and heroes of Sept. 11 and 
celebrate unity by the Missoula 
County Employees’ Council.
Patty Rector, president of the 
MCEC, said a special invitation 
has been made to UMs foreign 
students, but anyone is welcome 
at the event Thursday at 5:30 
p.m. on the Missoula County 
Courthouse lawn.
Exactly one month has passed 
since the terror attacks in 
America, and the group wanted 
to encourage the community to 
gather and reflect, said Rector. A 
Colorado blue spruce will be 
planted and an engraved marker 
will be unveiled, she said.
A West African drum group 
will perform, as well as Greg 
Devlin and several Missoula 
Children’s Theatre vocalists, the 
Sentinel High School 
Spartainaires and an ensemble 
of Missoula City and County 
employees.
Employees and representa­
tives of victim and hero groups 
will also attend, said Rector. The 
free ceremony is expected to last 
30 to 40 minutes and those 
attending are encouraged to 
bring their own chairs.
Greeks
Continued from page I
were the most common griev­
ances.
“We do not have to be woken 
up at night ever,” said Shelly 
Hesslau.
Hesslau and her family 
moved to the neighborhood 10 
months ago and said she’s been 
woken up “many, many, many 
nights” by members of the FIJI 
fraternity. The situation prompt­
ed her to write a letter to the edi­
tor of the Missoulian, meet with 
Brenner and members of FIJI 
and attend Wednesday’s work­
shop, but she was less than satis­
fied with the evening.
“It felt to “P.R-ish” to 
me,"Hesslau said. “I guess it was 
a start.”
Other neighbors shared 
Hesslau’s sentiment.
“I feel a little bit (ynical 
about this format,” said one 
University area resident who 
asked to remain anonymous 
because of the “violent environ­
ment” she feels she lives in. “I 
feel vulnerable even saying my 
name.”
Although some were less than 
satisfied with the workshop, 
many agreed it was a step in the 
right direction and a step that 
needed to be taken.
Members of both fraternities 
and sororities recognized that 
changes need to be made, but 
stressed that they will do their 
best.
“We are gonna slip up every 
once in a while, but we’re trying,” 
said Heidi Kuiper, vice president 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
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: w  Come and join the fun at the 2001: ^  : 
\A Homecoming Odyssey, Homecoming Dance, j
When: Friday, October 12, 2001 
W here: UC Commons 
Time: 8:30 p.m.
Cost: $3.00
•Back by popular demand 
Ultimate Party Dance Hits 
oftlie 70’s 80’s M O ’S 
For more information call 243-6189 
This event is sponsored by NightLife.
News
Newspaper
Continued from page I
tion promotions written by 
Montana residents to local 
newspapers.
“This is the most outrageous 
act of cowardice ever,” said 
Chris Evans, quoting a letter 
written to the Missoulian. “I 
cannot believe the government 
would have an executive order 
not allowing us to assassinate 
those who did this. This execu­
tive order has to be eliminated, 
then a declaration of war needs 
to be enacted.”
Another letter written advo­
cated a declaration of war: “Fm 
furious. Maybe Fm furious 
with this country’s mulling, 
whining and pleading excuse 
for a foreign policy,” said Greg 
Johnson, quot­
ing a letter to 
the Missoulian.
“Declare a war, 
a literal war.
We don’t  need 
to invade or 
risk military 
lives. Our 
army is suffi­
cient enough to 
reduce every 
capital city in 
the world to 
rubble.”
Another 
essay offered 
insight into the 
discrimination 
many Muslims 
in America are 
feeling.
George C. Rogers/Monlana Kaimin
Drama professor Greg Johnson reads a letter out loud during the 
presentation of “What Now? Voices in the Aftermath o f Sept. 11,” at 
the Montana Theatre Thursday afternoon.
I’m furious. Maybe 
I’m furious with this 
country’s mulling, 
whining and pleading 
excuse for a foreign 
policy.
Greg Johnson,
quoting a Missoulian editorial
»
“I am either fanatical or
non-retigious. 
I am either 
radical or 
Americanized 
— meaning 
cleansed of 
my roots,” 
M att Greseth 
said, quoting 
National 
Public Radio. 
“I dread the 
idea of enter­
ing an airport 
once again, 
and I am 
ashamed to 
be grateful 
tha t I do not 
have a foreign 
accent, tha t I 
do not wear a
scarf and turban.”
17M stu4ents
roocje i^ te ly
61% d r in k  
Q-5 drinks 
v|pMhey
party
1 drink 
= 12 oz. beer  
= 4 oz. wine 
= 1 oz. shot
data from 2000 national college health assessment of 1110 UM  students
Jillian Campana, an actor, 
read a letter from a New York 
City woman who does not want 
America to retaliate or go to 
war.
“Almost no one can think 
without tears of the children in 
New York and Washington, the 
husbands and wives of the 
flight crews, the passengers 
with tell phones in hand. I beg 
our president, please, for God’s 
sake, don’t  kill any more inno­
cent people,” Campana said, 
quoting an essay read on 
Montana Public Radio. “Don’t 
attempt to relieve our suffering 
by spreading it.”
After the presentation, the 
discussion was opened to audi­
ence members.
Aaron Roos stood in the 
back of the audience and 
shared a disturbing comment 
he overheard a man say after 
the terrorist attacks.
“He was walking through 
campus saying ‘If we just 
bombed all the damn towel- 
head countries this would be 
over so quickly,’ and I wanted 
to assault tha t person, I want­
ed to physically hu rt tha t per­
son,” Roos said. “I said to 
myself, “Where does that come 
from? Why does that need to be 
here?”
The presentation was in the 
“living newspaper” format, 
which is a style of reading writ­
ten word aloud, taken from the 
Great Depression.
“It was pretty powerful,” 
said Sara Birk. “It was really 
surprising to see what different 
feelings were out there.”
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Classified section. We urge all readers to 
use their best judgment and investigate 
fully any offers of employment, invest­
ment or related topics before paying out 
any money. k i o s k
K A I M I N C  k A S S l f T E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed 
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selwav.umt.edu. 
Student/Faculty/Staff R Off Campus
$.90 per 5-word line/day $ l per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. 
____________________ They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
LOST a  FOUND
FOUND. CD Book - Detailed description of CDs 
required - 542*9430
LOST. Black coat with waist tie and zip pockets, on 
campus last week. I miss it! Call Jess ® 251 *4697.
"PER50NAL5
Condoms, birth control pills, Depo-provera and 
more. What’s best for you? CURRY HEALTH CENTER
243*2122._______________________________
Party safe -  ONE DRINK ■ 12oz. Beer, 4oz. Wine, or 
loz. Shot
Take care of you and your partner. Free, anonymous 
HIV Counseling&Testing...243-2122 
FOXGLOVE COTTAGE B&B Griz Card Discounts for 
your guests. 543-2927
Having trouble with school? Come on in and have 
some "Brains & Eggs” at the Oxford.
EVERY BODY’S BEAUTIFUL! A one-day workshop for 
women to explore your relationship with food, 
weight and body image. Saturday, October 20th, 
9am-4pm, University Villages Community Center. For 
more inform ation call 542-7410 or 829-3794. 
Advance registration required.
~  HELP WANTED —
Work Study position at Children’s Shelter. M -Th, 
9pm-midnight or midnight-6:30am. Call Teresa 549-
0058_______________________
Ja n .1 , 2002 Live-in  nanny sought by suburban 
Minneapolis family. Daughters ages 4 and 8. Non- 
smoker. Need car. Dad is MT raised UM grad. Contact 
Jim at 612-922-2260 or gophlaw@aol.com 
BE A BARTENDER. Must be 18 yrs*. Earn $15-S30/hr. 
1-2 week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, 
get certified. 1-406-BAR TEND (227-8363)
Students Tutoring Students is now Hiring for tutors In 
Math, Business, and Computer Science and more!!! If 
you have a 3 .0  or above come see us in the 
Lommasson Center, Room 276, or call 243-2294. 
Don’t miss this excellent opportunity to earn some 
extra money and gain experience
Fast-paced litigation support company seeks Scan 
Operators. This is a temporary, part-time position 
starting at $7.70/hr. Should be able to work 3-6 
hours per day, including Saturday, for about 4 weeks. 
Computer Experience required. Must be able to start 
immediately. Send resume, cover letter and brief 
writing sample to: Personnel, P.0 Box 9323, Missoula, 
MT 59807. E0E.
Fast-paced litiga tion  support com pany seeks 
Document Coders. This is a part-time position start­
ing at $7.70/hr with benefits beginning after 6 mos. 
Bachelor's degree and good written communication 
skills required. Computer experience preferred but 
not necessary. Send resume, cover letter and brief 
writing sample to: Personnel, P.0 Box 9323, Missoula, 
MT 59807. E0E.
ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK COORDINATOR NEEDED • 
gain valuable experience working with people, coor­
dinating an impacting program for university stu­
dents. Workstudy only. Call x5159 or stop by 
Volunteer Action Services In Lommasson Center
(Lodge) 281,_____________________
Certified Alp/Tele/Snowbd Instructors for very busy 
snow sports school. Some supervisor and staff P0S. 
626-5852. All others call Marshall Mtn 258-5000 for 
phone message. Info meeting Tues., Oct. 16th, 7pm.
Seeking part-time employees, flexible hours. Apply 
at Expert Tire, 134 E. Main.
SERVICES ---------
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call 
Ken 542-3824. 21 years experience.
Professional alterations and sewing. 721-2733
TYPING
FAST, ACCURATE Verna Brown 543-3782
FOR SALE
Flic wood for sale. The U of M Woodsman's Team Is 
selling Lodge pole pine for $65.00/cord or Hr for 
$75.00/cord. Call Theresa ® 543-9636 or Bill ® 542- 
9592 for more Info.
Full size KEGERATOR $250, 370-0111
FOR RENT ~
WEEKEND RUSTIC GETAWAY S22-S55/nlght ROCK 
CREEK CABINS 251-6611 Irdapescas
New 2 bdrm apartment available 1/1/02. Water, 
garbage included. Minutes from the University. Must 
go! 728-1192
r o o m MATES NEEDed
Roommate, $245.50/mth, all utilities. Deanna 543-
6533_________________________________
1 bdrm avail in 5 bdrm, 2 story spacious home in 
Rattlesnake. $260/mo ♦ utilities, 3 miles from UM. 
Female only Call Keela 728-4002, 240-1528.
SPEAK ITALIAN ~
Conversational classes start Oct. 25. Fee $180. Eco 
Italia 728-4581 or ecoitalia@montana.com
[NiaHtLiftil
